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The Bulletin committee will now be publishing our newsletter on the fifth
day of each month, allowing a full 30 days of activities to be captured.
Photo Submission: The Bulletin committee often includes photos
submitted by members. To guarantee the best printed quality,
please use a minimum setting of 2M for file size on your digital
camera when taking photos for Bulletin submission. Photos taken
at a smaller size cannot be guaranteed for proper printing quality.
Photos will be accepted via e-mail at bulletin@hawaiiyachtclub.
org. Please attach photos to e-mails and do not insert or embed
them into the e-mail. When submitting photos, please include
the event and the name of the photographer. Photo captions are
optional and should be kept to 15 words or less. Texting/iMessage
submissions will not be accepted. The Bulletin committee cannot
be responsible for misspelled names of members, non-members
and boats as we rely on editorial contributions from flag officers, etc.
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Hawaii Yacht Club- Remodeling!!
Copyright © 2020 Carolyn Majewski
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Born Free Friday night race Hawaii Yacht Club. Photo credit: Carolyn Majewski

We are here

to help you
enjoy from home

We are monitoring COVID-19 for the safety of customers and crew.

TEMPORARILY ALTERED STORE HOURS:
M-F 8:30-4:30 • SAT 8:30-3:30 • SUN GONE FISHING
(808) 537-2905 • POP-HAWAII.COM

www.hawaiiyachtclub.org

WE ARE

OPEN
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MESSAGE FROM THE COMMODORE
Aloha Members and Friends,
I’m pleased to announce the reopening of HYC on June 8, 2020 with our
weekly Monday night BBQ. The lower bar will be open to purchase drinks (BYOB will no longer
be allowed). There will be a “soft opening” upstairs on Tuesday and Wednesday (June 9 and 10)
for tableside bar service, pizza, and hotdogs. The upper galley will open Thursday (June 11),
and we’ll host our grand reopening on Friday and Saturday (June 12 & 13). Stay tuned for new
galley hours and menu. We will be following the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and state
recommendations for the safety of staff and members, so please be patient and considerate
as we tread through these tumultuous waters. Masks will be required inside the club building,
and tables will be 6’ apart. At this time, only club members will be permitted on the premises
(sorry, no guests allowed).
Taking advantage of the club’s down time, I decided to work on a few issues I knew we had in
the upstairs bar. It was worse than anticipated, as most of the previous fixes were not done
by professionals, and some serious issues hadn’t been taken care of for many, many years.
Termites, bar-rot, faulty electrical work, and plumbing repairs led us to do a major project.
For those unaware of the upstairs remodel work, I hope you will be pleased with its new look.
I would like to thank the members who have given many volunteer hours and generous inkind and monetary donations to make all this possible. A special mahalo to Cody Jarrett for
donating the flooring and his sweat to do the install. Carl Gerringer, Sunny Mills, Joe Bakos,
Rose Choneska, Lynn Sylva, Nikki DeHeart, Sam Brecher, Carolina Palotti, Anna Morrell, Nichole Cosma, and many more outstanding members have spent the last couple months working
hard to make the remodel happen. You can still donate to this endeavor by contacting Sam in
the office.
We have also upgraded our internet service, thanks to a generous donation from Brian
Malecek and others. Sam removed miles of old wiring to make room for the new service.
We hope to see you soon, enjoying our fresh new look, Galley and as always, our breathtaking
view.
Mahalo,
HYC Commodore
Steven Eder
808-292-3617
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REMODELING THE UPPER GALLEY 2020
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Left top: Cody working on new floors! Right top: Remodeling tools
Left bottom: Workshop-Upper Galley Right middle: Galley prep area
Right bottom: Commodore working hard to repair HYC!
Photos by Alethea Rebman

www.hawaiiyachtclub.org
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REMODELING THE UPPER GALLEY 2020

Left top: Pulling everything out Right top: Wood damage
Left bottom: Bar top Right bottom: Termite damage
Photos by Alethea Rebman
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VICE COMMODORE'S REPORT
Aloha Members!
Our club is slated to open on Monday, June 8th! These have been trying
times for our club and members. The club has been kept afloat by slip
owners and transients renting out our dock space and members faithfully
paying dues to let us keep meeting our ongoing costs. This time was also
used to renovate the upper deck, kitchen, bar, and dance floor. I would like
to thank the Commodore, Steve Eder, for his planning, coordination, and
execution of this great accomplishment! This Monday we will all get to see
the hard work that was put into the upper deck and bar renovation.
As your Vice Commodore in charge of events and entertainment, I am
awaiting instructions from the board and Commodore of what we can do as
the state slowly and carefully reopens. I have also been in contact with the
bands that enjoy playing in Hawaii Yacht Club. They can’t wait to play at one
of the most beautiful venues in the state, and we are all hoping for word
from the state and city that live music can resume. And hopefully Friday night
races will be starting soon! I know all of you racers are getting restless!
We all look forward to when normality will return. Until then I will do
everything I can to bring entertainment and events to Hawaii Yacht Club
while we deal with this unfortunate pandemic that has affected our club.

See you at the clubhouse,
Craig Wicke
Vice Commodore
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2020 Sailing Schedule
February 23, 2020

Kokohead Opening Day

March 28-29, 2020

Pokai Bay

April 12,
		
Rabbit
Island
Due
to 2020
Coronavirus,
this
schedule has changed.
We will
announce
updatesRegatta
as soon
as possible.
May
16, 2020
		
Sweetheart
- Wahine
Big Boat
June 20, 2020 		

HYC Kauai Feeder

July 18, 2020 		

Mesick Short Distance

August 28-29, 2020

Mesick Long Distance - Lahaina Feeder

September 7, 2020

Lahaina Return

October 3-4, 2020

Holoholo

October 24, 2020

HYC Awards Dinner

November 7, 2020

SEAFEST at HYC

November 21, 2020 HYRA Banquet at HYC

Join Us!
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SAILING REPORT
On the Shoulders of Others……with a Corinthian Spirit (Continued from April 2020 Bulletin)
This year, as RC for Sailing, I instituted a code of conduct for the HYC Sailing Program to be included in all sailing instructions. This code of conduct is based upon the Corinthian spirit. It is my
belief that an organization needs to have an underpinning of values for all to see and abide by to
ensure its success. I have been told, however, that the term “Corinthian spirit” is either ill-defined,
only loosely associated with the community of sailing, or nowhere referenced in the Racing Rules
of Sailing, thereby, implying that it should not be a standard for our sailing program. I would argue
differently.
Corinthian spirit is defined as, “an especially high standard of sportsmanship.”1 Additionally, the
national governing body for sailing, US Sailing, clearly states, “The purpose of The Racing Rules of
Sailing is to keep sailors and boats safe and to provide fair competition.”2 The rules are governed
by two principles, one of which is “sportsmanship and the rules” (the other is “environmental
responsibility”): “A fundamental principle of sportsmanship is that when competitors break a rule
they will promptly take a penalty, which may be to retire.” These principals preface all the rules.
Additionally, sportsmanship is clearly addressed in rule 69 and appendices C and D. Furthermore,
the most prominent and esteemed US Sailing competition, the Championship of Champions,
states, ”this Championship is held in the Corinthian spirit of competition…”3 Likewise, a plethora of
other sailboat racing references discuss the relationship between modern day sailing and the Corinthian spirit. It is clear that this principle guides sailboat racing, especially in the amateur realm
in which our HYC Sailing Program resides.
The underlying foundation of Corinthian values, lived both during our club’s amateur racing and in
our individual lives, will sustain HYC (and make no mistake about it, no matter how much money
we have invested in our boats, we are still just a bunch of good ‘ol guys and gals, amateur sailors,
who at the end of the day, are simply looking to have fun and comradery on and off the water).
So, the next time your crew member drops the foreguy lead, don’t be harsh. The next time it gets
tight in the channel, give way with a smile. Or the next time your arch-rivals get cross with you because you hit the finish line to win by “a gnat’s eyelash,” buy them a pitcher. We are a club, we are
friends, and we are family. We take care of our community with a Corinthian spirit and we ride on
the shoulders of others.
See you at the start line,
Sunny Mills
RC Sail, HYC
References:
1.

Corinthian spirit, viewed 19 february 2020, <https://www.Yourdictionary.Com/corinthian-spirit>

2.

Rules/officiating racing rules, viewed on 1 april 2020, <https://www.Ussailing.Org/competition/rules-officiating/racing-rules/>

3.

2020 Championship of champions, viewed 19 feb 2020,

< Https://www.Ussailing.Org/competition/championships/2020-championship-of-champions/>
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JUNIOR SAILING
We are looking forward to getting back out on the water soon! Hawaii Yacht
Club is offering youth classes during the week: Novice class meets Monday
thru Friday from 9-12pm, and the racing class meets in the afternoons from
1-4. Sessions run thru June and July.
We offer adult sailing in our Cal 20 and classes can be scheduled by
appointment.
The sailing coaches for the summer will be two veteran coaches: Cole Oxe
and Marley Cusick. Cole is a junior at Pace University and grew up in Hawaii
attending University Lab School. Marley grew up in our sailing program
and has recently bought a boat to live on. Both are great with children and
good sailors.
See you on the water!
Scott Melander
Junior Sailing Program
HYC Junior Sailing
jrsailing@hawaiiyachtclub.org
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MEMBERSHIP | MARKETING REPORT
Aloha HYC Members,
We’re very excited to see everyone coming back to the club and having a
great time together, and of course, racing again! Please stay tuned to our
newsletters and social media posts for upcoming events.
Big news! The new HYC website is launched: www.hawaiiyachtclub.org. This
gives the club a fresh new look, and also keeps to our club’s official colors,
burgee, and values. Please feel free to access it and give your feedback and
suggestions at marketing@hawaiiyachtclub.com. Keep in mind that we are
still publishing pages as we update them and this is still a work in progress.
Hopefully, the completed version of it will be available soon for all members,
including pages for sailing classes, racing, events, the Bulletin, and member
login.
We have had a ton of interest in the club and membership. Our new website
will streamline the application process with an application form available
for online submission as well as provide important information to potential
members. Looking forward to signing up lots of new members and seeing
everyone soon! Cheers to the new chapter!
Mahalo,
Ashley & Carolina
HYC Membership / Marketing Team
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GALLEY BY THE SEA
Aloha from the Galley of Hawaii Yacht Club,
With so much going on in the world right now, HYC Galley is proud to announce some exciting
changes of its own.
Sadly, Davina Day and her ohana decided not to return to the Galley. The long hiatus during
COVID-19 led her to reconsider her situation and focus on her family. They will be missed!
On the bright side, not only do we have a new chef, we also have an entire new Galley.
First, let me tell you a little bit about our new chef, who is excited to cook some delicious
international dishes for us. Chef Sean graduated from U.H. with a degree in culinary arts and
travel industry management. With over twenty years in the food industry now, he has worked
in Argentina, Japan, Canada, New York and Hawaii. Stay tuned for our new Galley menu by chef
Sean.
With the hands of many volunteers and generous donations from our members, we have
accomplished a great deal. Our galley was looking tired and needed a fresh start. Everyone
rallied for the cause! The long break gave us a unique opportunity to make repairs and changes
that we normally wouldn’t have the time to do. From wall paint to a whole new floor, the galley
has gotten a complete makeover while holding to its tradition and aloha spirit. We cannot wait
to see everyone here.
Until the day we can all gather as we once did, there will be some important changes to how our
staff serve you, to our seating, and to our sanitation process. We are working with new state and
city rules almost daily, and we thank you in advance for your patience as we navigate them. We
will keep you posted.
In addition to all this, we are implementing a few updates and streamlining our entire system on
how we provide food and drink and take orders and payments. Buying your drinks separately
from food is now a thing of the past and we will have table service from the bar’s new innovative
drink menu, including a limited-time special with a souvenir HYC glass.
A sneak peek of what’s coming…
…Imagine sipping on our signature “HYC Sunset” cocktail while tasting one of chef Sean’s
appetizers like the Garlic, Caramelized Onion, Mozzarella Flatbread Pizza! Or maybe you
would like to cool down with “Pele’s Revenge” while you sample the fresh Ahi Tower! Looking
for something with a little more “kick”? Try the “Magic Island Iced Tea” with a side of Furikake
Sweet Potato Fries! You may want to pair “The Captain’s Daughter” with amazing Smoked
Brisket Rueben.

Cody Jarrett
Galley Committee
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TECHNOLOGY REPORT
Aloha Valued HYC Members,
A lot of great and exciting things are happening around the Hawaii Yacht Club right now. We’ve taken
this downtime to make a lot of improvements (already covered in the other committee reports);
however, we also have exciting technology updates! We removed probably close to 100 lbs or more
of outdated wiring for old phone systems, networks, and security systems that haven’t been in use
for quite a while. I undertook this effort with the help of Cody Jarrett on the other end of the wire.
Removing all this old wire from our ceiling and the building has many
advantages The building looks much better without random wires strung
up everywhere.It’s a lot safer to not have wiring from the last few decades
degrading in the ceiling. And it prepares us for our long-awaited internet
upgrade!
As many of you know, our wireless internet is not that great. Connections get
dropped constantly, the range is questionable, and the speeds are lackluster.
What may surprise you is that we get fast internet from Spectrum. The
bottleneck, however, is our outdated network infrastructure. While we get
speeds up to 400 mbps through a hardwire, we typically only share about 2
mbps through our wireless access points.
100 lbs of wire!
With the help of Brian Malecek, HYC member and owner of a computer
networking company, we’ve come up with a plan to improve the speed and
reliability of our wireless network. The equipment required to provide good service to our yacht club
members costs about $1,500. The plan entails upgrading the three existing access points, adding an
additional access point downstairs, adding an access point at the front gate to support Ring and future
security camera improvements, and placing four outside antennas on the building at strategic points.

The great news is that all the equipment is on order and due to arrive any day now! Through the
generosity of member donations we were able to cover 100% of the cost of upgrading our internet
equipment. Now we will be able to share much faster internet speeds. As a bonus, members will be
given faster access to the internet compared to visitors and non-members. Alll you need to do is stop by
the office to register your device to gain fast access to the internet.
Our next goal is to raise enough money to cover the cost of adding security cameras to common areas.
The estimated cost of that upgrade is about $1,500. Please feel free to donate any amount you wish at
https://bit.ly/hycsecurity (The donation link for the renovation upstairs if people still want to chip in for
that is https://bitly/hycrenovation)
We appreciate the support of our members and here is a list of those who donated to help make faster
internet a reality. Brian Black, Mizzy Lewis, Sunny Mills, Bri Foulke, Thomas Schmidt, Nikki DeHeart,
Russ Johnson, Janelle Clark, Travis Scott. Paul Storm, Brian Orandello, Carl Gerringer, Cody Jarrett,
Carolina Palotti, Steven Eder and Tracy Eder.
Sam Brecher
Tech Committee
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RC POWER

Aloha,
We hope everyone is well and managing the Covid-19 pandemic’s effect on
our lives as well as can be expected. As HYC’s RC for Power, I was planning
to announce the year’s fishing tournament schedule in the April bulletin,
but of course that all got thrown out the window. Right now we don’t have
anything scheduled, but as the lockdown continues to ease, I expect we will
announce a fishing tournament schedule in the next Bulletin.
We’ll do at least three tournaments this year, starting with the Keiki Fishing
Tournament with Waikiki Yacht Club, barring any other craziness that 2020
might have in store for us. We’ve missed seeing all our friends at the club
and are excited to see everyone again soon. Stay safe!

Greg Martin

HYC RC Power
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HAWAII YACHT CLUB
WiFi Service Available: “HYC Harbor Wi-Fi”

Enjoy reliable high-speed broadband
service on a private network with
secure access throughout the harbor.
Stream Netﬂix videos, surf the web,
shop on-line, check email and more!

Select HYC Harbor Wi-Fi on the list of available W-Fi
networks on your mobile device and choose your rate.
Scan this QR code to
connect immediately
For sales and service, call us at
(808) 400-3900, Option 1

INTRODUCTORY RATES*
First 30 minutes
FREE
Daily Rate
$4.95
Weekly Rate
$19.95
Monthly Rate
$49.95
*Good through June 30, 2020.

Restrictions apply. Subject to change

About the provider

Sun Global Broadband Supports
Hawaii Yacht Club Jr. Sailing
Established in 2014, Honolulu- based Sun Global Broadband is donating
a portion of its HYC Harbr Wi- Fi proceeds to HYC's Junior Sailing
program. SGB owns and operates a state- of- the- art private Wi- Fi
network that provides reliable, high- speed broadband access to visitors,
local residents, businesses, and communities in Honolulu. For more
information, visit www.sunglobalbroadband.com.

www.hawaiiyachtclub.org
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CRUSING AND VOYAGING SOCIETY
Aloha Members,
It’s been a while since the Hawaii Yacht Club Cruising and Voyaging Society
(C&VS) has gotten together. To all our friends and members around the
club, we miss you and hope you are fine.
Our last C&VS presentation was held on March 3, 2020. The presentation
was given by our new cruisers, Brian & Julie King. It was entitled, “Sailing the
British Virgin Islands.” It was a fantastic presentation and all who attended
were grateful for the time and effort that went into it. We thank Brian and
Julie for their time and generosity in sharing their trip with us.
April 19th, 2020 had been scheduled for the C&VS’s 14th Anniversary Party.
Unfortunately, it had to be cancelled due to the pandemic. We also temporarily cancelled all meetings, presentations, and brunches.
For the captains of the vessels in the C&VS fleet, please prepare your boats
for the upcoming boating season: Hopefully we will get out there cruising
again soon!
To all members, officers, club staff, chef & galley crew, and volunteers: we
miss you and hope to see you soon. Please let’s all support the club as it
re-opens.
Fair winds and following seas,
Thomas Gebhardt
HYC Staff Commodore/
C&VS Fleet Captain
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SHIPS STORE
Is that quarterly spend credit burning a hole in your pocket? Come by the
HYC Ships Store, get some of our sale items, and put in your dibs on the
incoming classic burgee t-shirts and sun shirts!
Don’t forget our white & red license plate holders for only $4--the best
deal you can get! We’ve also got bamboo sunglasses, lip balm, sailing logs,
sailing books, and more. Suggestions for more items are welcome.
Mike Beason & Tommy Penrose
Ships Store
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JUNE 2020
Sun

Mon Tue

Wed Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

*Note calendar above is subject to change. For updates, check your email
and please follow Hawaii Yacht Club on social media!
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Flashback

Hawaii Yacht Club Bulletin from June 2010

Rear Commodore for Power

✯

•Robbie Santanello | Fishing

Hi Folks !
Well if you’ve been around the club lately you
have seen a lot of changes. The Aloha dock
is starting to looooook pretty nice, good job
Curtis Collins and the structural caps of the
dock are looking great, thanks to George
Longshore and his welder.
The big thing this month was the Wrap party
for the movie The Descendents with George
Clooney and Robert Forester, quite a crowd;
the Producer was nice enough to open
the party to HYC members. Ted Trimmer,
Steve Heistand and Linell Kam said that the
entertainment was fantastic, four separate
bands entertained us, I saw Doug Allen and
Tom Bashaw also enjoying themselves and
Al Bento dancing the night away, he told me
it was the party of the decade.

But the best entertainment of the night was
provided by George Clooney he decided
that Fred Samuels needed a bar back at
the lower bar and jumped in and gave help,
needless to say Fred really enjoyed the help.
George told me when he left that if he didn’t
have some new movie to shoot that he would
wash glasses for Fred any time. The most
important part of it all was that everyone
both HYC members and the movie cast had
a great time. Guess I do throw a pretty good
party after all!!!! The money that we raised
for the club will be well used to help with our
monetary needs in the coming months.
In closing I would like to thank a few people
that have helped in the past few months
with the clubs repair of the Aloha Dock and

Above _robbie, Clooney & Calvin

8
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Flashback

Hawaii Yacht Club Bulletin from June 2010 cont.

Right _

his unbelievable generosity to the club made
it possible for us to succeed beyond our
wildest dreams so thanks Calvin!

george
Clooney
& Fred,
working
the bar at
hYC

the clubs social events. First off George
Longshore for his hard labor welding on the
Aloha Dock you saved us a lot of money!
Another is Ed Osborne for the countless
hours of hard work you have given freely I
will never be able to repay you for your kind
consideration that you have given this club.
Last and not least Calvin Madea of Steinlager

What’s amazing all of these people have been
members less than a year and contribute so
much. I am very proud to say that I brought
them to HYC and that they make a conscious
effort on a daily basis to help HYC and that
they care so much. Please to all members
come join us for our fishing tournaments or
our parties in the future.
Remember bait on your hooks and hooks in
the water. Fish On (This month Party On)

Robbie Santanello
Rear Commodore for Power

The Hawaii Yacht Club &
Goodwill Industries of Hawaii Present

The 21st Annual Fishing Tournament
for Goodwill Participants

Sunday, June 6, 2010
8:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Hawaii Yacht Club

(1739-C Ala Moana Blvd.)
Sign up today and join us
for a day filled with
fish, food and fun!
For more information call
Barbara Silvey at 926-0250
we see the good. we see the will. Goodwill works.
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